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LUNK5551
This combo includes a tin box and 
plastic bottle. The lunch box has a 
collapsible handle, hinge, and latch for 
easy opening and custom full color 
imprinting is available for both the box 
and bottle.

Tin Lunch Box &
Bottle Set

NOTS5903
Eco-friendly notebook with a GRS 
certified RPET cover and a convenient 
zipped pocket at the back containing 
80 lined sheets of recycled paper.

RPET Notebook
with Pocket

LANT6051
This multifunctional retractable COB 
camping lantern with its durable ABS 
construction also functions as a strong 
flashlight.

Portable Camping Lantern
with LED Flashlight
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Delivery time
75 days

Case weight Pcs per carton
8.5 kgs             20 pcs

Quantity: 1000 2500 5000
Price/pc: $15.10 $9.60 $8.95

Delivery time
70 days

Case weight Pcs per carton
12.5 kgs             42 pcs

Quantity: 5000 10000 25000
Price/pc:       $3.00  $2.75 $2.55

Delivery time
75 days

Case weight Pcs per carton
19 kgs             60 pcs

Quantity: 5000 10000 25000
Price/pc: $5.40 $5.05 $4.70

https://www.365source.com/


TACK5922
Made from a combination of 
melamine and pulp, this holder is 
designed to hold 2 tacos securely.

Melamine Taco
Holder

DSKS5922
This versatile bamboo tray features a 
removable alarm clock that displays 
not only the time and date, but also 
temperature and humidity. It also 
functions as a 10W wireless charger 
for your phone.

Bamboo Tray - Wireless
Charger with Alarm Clock 

BCPH1008
Custom printed high-profile cap made 
from polyester fabric featuring a 
structured crown, pre-curved visor, 
detailed front stitching, and a self hook 
& loop closure for a perfect fit.

Custom Polyester
Baseball Cap
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Delivery time
75 days

Case weight Pcs per carton
7 kgs             100 pcs

Quantity:  5000 10000 25000
Price/pc: $4.35 $4.05 $3.80

Delivery time
75 days

Case weight Pcs per carton
13.5 kgs             200 pcs

Quantity: 1000 2500 5000
Price/pc:     $19.40         $18.10          $17.00

Delivery time
75 days

Case weight Pcs per carton
12 kgs             120 pcs

Quantity: 1000 2500 5000
Price/pc: $9.40 $8.00 $7.30

https://www.365source.com/


BSPE5380
Portable wireless speaker crafted with a 
wooden cabinet, microfiber leather, and 
metal control panel that has AUX, 
Bluetooth, and USB connectivity. It 
comes with a handy leather carry strap, 
is compatible with various devices and 
can be powered by batteries or AC.

Portable Wireless
Retro Speaker

WICE5828
This sleek charger, with its multi- 
magnetic pad, can power up to three 
devices, including the newest iPhone 
models (14, 13, 12), Magsafe Airpods, 
and even your Apple Watch. 

15W Foldable Wireless
Charger

YOGR6261
Yoga mat featuring a 3mm 
moisture-resistant suede surface and a 
non-slip rubber bottom. Customize it 
with your own unique design and logo!

Custom Suede - Rubber
Yoga Matt 
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Delivery time
75 days

Case weight Pcs per carton
15 kgs             4 pcs

Quantity: 250 500 1000
Price/pc: $71.00 $66.30 $62.20

Delivery time
75 days

Case weight Pcs per carton
16 kgs             200 pcs

Quantity: 1000 2500 5000
Price/pc: $21.00 $18.70 $17.30

Delivery time
75 days

Case weight Pcs per carton
15 kgs             6 pcs

Quantity: 500 1000 2500
Price/pc: $23.50 $21.00 $19.50

https://www.365source.com/


Custom
Sourcing

Silk Screen
Printing

Embroidery

Fulfillment

We offer custom embroidery,
silk screen printing to add a
professional touch to your brand. 
Get the visual impact & brand 
awareness through your products.

And we also provide cost-effective 
logistic solutions. A warehouse 
& complete distribution center 
with a high degree of reliability.

NOT JUST
PROMOTIONAL
PRODUCTS…

CONTACT US
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